SB 104  AN ACT relating to fire prevention.  

PASS SB 104  

YEAS: 36  
NAYS: 1  
PASSES: 0  
NOT VOTING: 0  

YEAS: 36  
Alvarado  Givens  Meredith  Stivers  
Buford  Harper Angel  Mills  Thayer  
Carpenter  Harris  Neal  Thomas  
Carroll D  Higdon  Parrett  Turner  
Carroll J  Hornback  Raque Adams  Webb  
Castlen  Humphries  Robinson  West  
Clark  Kerr  Schroder  Westerfield  
Embry  McDaniel  Seum  Wilson  
Girdler  McGarvey  Smith  Wise  

NAYS: 1  
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YEAS: 99
NAYS: 0
ABSTAINED: 0
NOT VOTING: 1

YEAS: 99

Adkins  Gentry       Maddox  Rowland
Bechler  Glenn       Marzian  Rudy
Bentley  Goforth     Massey  Santoro
Blanton  Gooch       McCool  Schamore
Bojanowski Graham    McCoy  Scott
Booker   Graviss      Meade   Sheldon
Bowling  Hale        Meeks   Sims
Branham Clark  Harris  Meredith Sorolis
Bratcher  Hart        Miles   St. Onge
Brenda   Hatton       Miller C Stevenson
Bridges  Heath       Miller J  Stewart
Brown G  Hinkle      Minter   Stone
Burch    Hoover       Moore   Tackett Laferty
Cantrell Howard      Moser   Tate
Carney   Huff R       Nemes   Thomas
Donohue  Huff T       Osborne Tipton
Dossett  Jenkins      Palumbo Turner
DuPlessis Keene      Petrie  Upchurch
Elkins   King         Pratt   Webber
Elliott  Koch         Prunty  Westrom
Fischer  Koenig       Rand   Wheatley
Flood    Kulkarni     Raymond Wiederstein
Frazier  Lee          Reed   Willner
Freeland Lewis D     Riley   Yates
Fugate   Lewis S      Rothenburger

NAYS: 0

ABSTAINED: 0

NOT VOTING: 1

Meyer